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Abstract

In a rather sharp departure from CL and AI approaches,
modeling in Computational Semiotics (CS) neither presup-
poses rule-based or symbolic formats for linguistic knowl-
edge representations, nor doesit subscribe to the notion of
symbolically represented world knowledge as some static
structures that may be abstracted from and formatted in-
dependently of the way they are processed. Consequently,
knowledge structures and the processes operating on them
are to be modeled procedurally and ought to be implemented
as algorithms. They determine Semiotic Cognitive Infor-
mation Processing Systems (SCIP) systems as collections
of cognitive information processing devices whose semiotic
character consists in their multi-level representational sys-
tem of (working) structures emerging from and being mod-
ified by such processing. According to different types of
cognitive modeling distinguished in the past, computational
semiotics can be characterized as aiming at the dynamics
of emergent meaning constituted by processes which may be
simulated as multi-resolutional representations within the
frame of an ecological information processing paradigm.

1 Introduction
Natural language texts (still) are the most flexible and
as that highly efficient means to represent knowledge for
and convey learning to others. We do so by language
means, employing words, forming sentences, producing
texts whose meanings are understood to convey, stand for,
designate, refer to or deal with topics and subjects, en-
tities and domains, structures and processes in the real
world. What appears to be conditional for this kind of
text understanding is humans’ language faculty, i.e. the
(performative) ability to identify, recognize, produce, and
structure some fragments of real world stimuli according to
some internal—though externally conditioned—principles
(competence). Other than traditional approaches in lin-
guistics proper (LP), computational linguistics (CL) and
artificial intelligence research (AI), computational semi-
otics (CS) neither depends on rule-based or symbolic for-
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mats for (linguistic) knowledge representations, nor does
it subscribe to the notion of (world) knowledge as some
static structures that may be abstracted from and repre-
sented symbolically independent of the way they are pro-
cessed. Instead, knowledge structures and the processes
operating on them are modeled as procedures that can be
implemented as algorithms. Semiotic Cognitive Informa-
tion Processing (SCIP) systems allow to study the emer-
gence of sign structures as a self-organizing process on the
basis of combinatorial and selective constraints universal
to all natural languages. Their regularities are exploited
by text analyzing algorithms operating on different levels
which may be interpreted as intermediate (internal) rep-
resentations of the semiotic system’s states of recursive,
self-similar adaptation to the (external) structures of its
environment as signaled and mediated by the natural lan-
guage discourse processed.

2 Computational Semiotics

In terms of the theory of information systems, life may be
understood as the ability to survive by adapting to chang-
ing requirements in the real world. Thus, system faculties
like perception, identification, and interpretation of struc-
tures (external or internal to a system) may be conceived as
a form of dynamic information processing which (natural
or artificial) systems—due to their own structuredness—
are able to perform. In addition to vertical transmission
of system specific (intraneous) experience through (bio-
genetically successive) generations, mankind has comple-
mentarily developed horizontal means of mediating specific
and foreign (extraneous) experience to (biogenetically un-
related) fellow systems within their own or any later gener-
ation. This is made possible by a semiotic move that allows
not only to distinguish processes from results of experience
but also to convert the latter to knowledge facilitating it
to be re-used, modified and improved in learning . Vehicle
and medium of this move are representations, i.e. complex
sign systems which constitute languages and form struc-
tures, like words, phrases, texts which may be realized in
communicative processes, called actualization.



2.1 Modes of Processing
The basic idea of model construction in terms of semiotic
cognitive information systems [4] is that their processing is
an adequate correlate which couples its structures to those
of their surroundings determining a system’s environment
as a collection of structures which that particular system
is able to process in order to survive. Accepting the cog-
nitive point-of-view (implying that information processing
is knowledge based), human beings have to be considered
very particular cognitive systems whose outstanding plas-
ticity and capability to adapt to changing environmental
conditions is essentially tied to their sign and symbol gener-
ation, manipulation, and understanding capabilities which
render them semiotic. The use and understanding of nat-
ural languages in communicative discourse expands their
learning potential well beyond experimental experience
into realms of thought experiments or reasoning whose vir-
tuality may be characterized by the fact that it dispenses
with the identity of space-time coordinates for systems and
their environment which normally prevails for this relation
when qualified to be indexed real. It appears, that this dis-
pensation of space-time-identity is not only conditional for
the possible distinction of systems (mutually and relatively
independent) from their environments, but also establishes
a notion of representation which may be specified as ex-
actly that part of a time-scaled process that can be sepa-
rated and identified as its outcome or result in being (or
becoming) part of another time-scale1. Accordingly, imme-
diate or space-time-identical system-environments without
representational form may well be distinguished from me-
diate or space-time-dispensed system-environments whose
particular representational import (texts) corresponds to
their particular bivalent timely status both, as longer-term
material (composed of language signs and structures func-
tioning and having virtual meaning), and as shorter-term
structure (in need of being (re)cognized in order to be iden-
tifyable. This double identity calls for a particular modus
of actualization (understanding) that may be character-
ized as follows:
For systems appropriately adapted and tuned to such en-
vironments,actualization consists essentially in a twofold
embedding to realize
¤ the spacio-temporal identity of pairs of immediate
system-environment coordinates which will let the system
experience the material properties of texts as signs (i.e. by
functions of physical access and mutually homomorphic
appearance). These properties apply to the percepts of
language structures presented to a system in a particular
discourse situation, and
¤ the representational identity of pairs of mediate system-

1Different linear time scales extended to those of differently scaled
time cycles can be conceoved, particularly in view of the resolutional
power of representations and their semiotic processing in computa-
tional models.

environment parameters which will let the system expe-
rience the semantic properties of texts as meanings (i.e.
by functions of identification, organization, emergence, ac-
tivation of structures). These virtual properties apply to
the comprehension of language structures recognized by a
system to form the described situation.
Hence, according to the theory of information systems,
functions like interpreting signs and understanding mean-
ings translate to processes which extend the fragments of
reality accessible to a living (natural and possibly artificial)
information processing system. This extension applies to
both, the immediate and mediate relations a system may
establish according to its own evolved adaptedness or dis-
positions (i.e. innate and acquired structuredness, process-
ing capabilities, represented knowledge).
2.2 Semiotic Enactment
Semiotic systems’ ability to actualize environmental rep-
resentations does not merely add to the amount of ex-
periential results available, but constitutes also a signifi-
cant change in adaptive modus. Splitting up experience in
experiential processes and experiential results—the latter
being representational and in need for procedural actu-
alization by the former—is tantamount to the emergence
of a new kind of experiences which allows to be tried and
tested, very much like hypotheses in experimental settings.
The results of such tentative experiencing—like in immedi-
ate system-environments—may become part of a system’s
adaptive knowledge but may also—other than in imme-
diate system-environments—be neglected or selected, ac-
cepted or dismissed, varied and repeatedly actualized and
re-used without any risk for the system’s own survival, sta-
bility or adaptedness.
For this kind of experiencing, the concept of representa-
tion has to be considered fundamental It is also to the
computational semiotic approach to cognition, allowing to
model—instead of presupposing—the distinction of pro-
cesses of cognition from their results which may emerge—
due to the traces these processes leave behind—in some
structuredness (knowledge) of some representation. Dif-
ferent representational modes of such structures not only
comply with the distinction of internal or tacit knowledge
(as e.g. in memory) on the one hand and of external or
declarative knowledge (as e.g. in discourse) on the other2,
these modes also relate to different types of formats (distri-
butional vs. symbolic), modeling (connectionist vs. rule-

2Whereas tacit knowledge cannot be represented other than by
the immediate system-environments’ corresponding states, explicit
knowledge is bound to acquire some formal properties in order to
become externally presented and thereby part of mediate system-
environments. Natural languages obviously provide these formal
properties—as partly identified by research in linguistic compe-
tence (principles knowledge and acquisition of language)—whose
enactment—as investigated in studies on natural language perfor-
mance (production and understanding of texts)—draws cognitively
on both bases of (explicit and tacit) knowledge.
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based) and processing (stochastic vs. deterministic). It
is this range of correspondences that Fuzzy Linguistics is
based upon and tries to exploit [6] to come up with a unify-
ing framework for most of the different approaches followed
so far.
Thus, (textual) representations increase the potentials of
adaptive information processing beyond a system’s life
span but can do so only by simultaneously constraining this
potential by dynamicstructures corresponding to knowl-
edge. The built-up, employment, and modification of these
structural constraints is controlled by procedures whose
processes determine cognition and whose results constitute
adaptation. Systems properly attuned to textual system-
environments have acquired these structural constraints
(language learning) and can perform certain operations ef-
ficiently on them (language understanding). These are pre-
requisites to (re)cognize mediate (textual) environments,
to respond to their needs for, and to enact the systems’ own
abilities of actualization. Systems capable of and tuned to
such knowledge-based processes will in the sequel be re-
ferred to as semiotic cognitive information processing sys-
tems (SCIPS) [5].

3 Modeling Cognition
The alliance of logics and linguistics, mediated mainly by
(language) philosophy in the past and by (discrete) math-
ematics since the first half of this century, has long been
(and partly still is) dominating the way in what terms nat-
ural languages expressions should be explicated and how
their processing could be modeled. It may well be sus-
pected that some of the problems encountered by these
model constructions are due to the representational for-
mats they employ in depicting and manipulating entities
(elements, structures, processes, and procedures) consid-
ered to be of interest or even essential to the understanding
of the communicative use of natural languages by humans.

3.1 Semiotic Attunement
For SCIP systems’ ability to adapt efficiently to changing
environmental conditions, learning how to anticipate pos-
sible changes in its environment is tied to structure which,
consequently, has not only to be acquired but also repre-
sented. Processes which do not presuppose such represen-
tations (symbolic or else) to operate on, but which—by
their being operational—will make such representational
structures emerge, are called semiotic.
In a systems theoretic approach, attunement characterizes
a property or function of the system-environment relation
which may be regarded as the procedural equivalent of the
static understanding of knowledge structures as realized in
cognitive information processing models so far. Dynamic
conceptions of structuredness allow to define knowledge as
an open, modifiable, and adaptive system whose organiza-
tion can be conceived as a function of the system’s own
processing results (knowledge acquisition). The apparent

ambiguity of system here is an immediate consequence of
the cognitive process and its result being indistinguish-
able in semiotic enactment which the modeling may re-
solve by introducing different levels and/or perspectives.
Multi-level resolution in semiotic modeling [2] allows for
these entities’ own (yet misconstrued) ontology which is
not (or not fully) accounted for by predicative and propo-
sitional representations or rule-based and truth-functional
formats. Semiotic models, instead, are to find and employ
representational formats and processing algorithms which
do not prematurely decide and delimit the range of semiot-
ically relevant entities, their representational formats and
procedural modes of processing. One of their advantages
would be that the entities considered relevant would not
need to be defined prior to model construction but should
emerge from the very processing which the model simu-
lates or is able to enact. It appears that—if any—this
property of semiotic models does account for the intrinsic
(co- and contextual) constraining of the meaning poten-
tial characteristic of natural language discourse which ren-
ders them semiotic in a meaning (or function) constituting
sense which is the core of understanding .
Representing a system’s environment (or fragments
thereof) in a way, that such representations not only take
part in a system’s direct (immediate) environment (via lan-
guage texts) but may moreover be understood as virtual
in the sense that new (mediate) environments (via textual
meanings) can also be processed, has been introduced ex-
plicitly elsewhere [3]. This way is again dependent on a
system’s attunement to these kinds of discourse situations
which have to be modeled accordingly.
3.2 Discourse Situations
These situations (comprising system, environment, and
processing) are considered cognitive inasmuch as the sys-
tem’s internal (formal and procedural) knowledge has to be
applied to identify and recognize structures external to the
system (meaning interpretation). These situations become
semiotic whenever the internal knowledge applied to iden-
tify and interpret environmental structures is derived from
former processes of external structure identification and
interpretation and applied as the result of self-organizing
feedback through different levels of (inter-)mediate repre-
sentation and organization. This process (of meaning con-
stitution or structure understanding) is the multiple en-
actment of the threefold relation which is called—following
Peirce—semiosis3. This triadic relation allows for the dif-
ferent ontological abstractions of language as a
¤ component (sign) in a system’s external environment,
i.e. material discourse as a physical space-time location;
¤ constituent of virtuality which systems properly attuned

3 By semiosis I mean [. . . ] an action, or influence, which is, or
involves, a coöperation of three subjects, such as sign, its object,
and its interpretant, this tri-relative influence not being in any way
resolvable into actions between pairs. (Peirce 1906, p.282)
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experience as their environment (object), i.e. structured
text as an interpretable potential of meanings, and
¤ process of actualization (interpretant) in a particular
system-environment situation, i.e. understanding as cog-
nitive constitution of meaning.
Under these preliminary abstractions, the distinction be-
tween (the formats of) the representation and (the proper-
ties of) the represented is not a prerequisite but an outcome
of semiosis, i.e. the semiotic process of sign constitution
and understanding . Hence, it should not be a presuppo-
sition or input to but a result or output of the processes
which are to be modeled procedurally and called semiotic.

4 Constructive Representations
As more abstract (theoretical) levels of representation for
these processes—other than their procedural modeling—
are not (yet) available, and as any (formal) means of de-
riving their possible results—other than by their (opera-
tional) enactment—are (still) lacking, it has to be postu-
lated that these processes—independent of all other ex-
planatory paradigms—will not only relate to but produce
different representational levels of entity formation. They
do so in a way which Marr [1] characterized as being
formally controlled or computable, which can be modeled
procedurally or algorithmized, and which may empirically
be tested or implemented. Procedural models of this kind
are understood to denote a class of (re)presentational, i.e.
modeled (re)constructions of entities whose interpretation
is not (yet) tied to an underlying theory which would pro-
vide the semantics for the entities (or expressions) that
these type of models present. Instanciating their defin-
ing procedures as implemented algorithms will result in
processes which produce some (abstract) structures whose
visualizations can only then be compared to those struc-
tures originally observed to hold for and be characteristic
of the modeled object.

4.1 Natural Language Structures
Structural linguistics has contributed substantially to how
language items come about to be employed in communica-
tive discourse the way they are. The fundamental con-
straints have been identified that control the multi-level
combinability and formation of language entities by distin-
guishing the restrictions on linear aggregation of elements
(syntagmatics) from restrictions on their selective replace-
ment (paradigmatics). Describing regularities by compu-
tational procedures whose varying degrees of combinato-
rial determinacy will not only detect different patterns of
elements’ linear distributions but may also be identified
with the constraints being applied to constitute the syn-
tagmata and paradigmata observed. Defining structures
of that sort procedurally by an algorithmic or computa-
tional operation whose enactment will instantiate a process
in space-time to select the elements concerned according
to their structural, i.e. their syntagmatic and paradig-

matic relatedness, is to provide for the semioticity of en-
tities whose vagueness and re-constructive openness can
more satisfactorily be accounted for by the dynamism of
distributive as opposed to symbolic representational for-
mats. They will map structured input data according to
its immanent regularities to yield new, structural repre-
sentations emerging from that computation (as hypoth-
esized by performative linguistics and realized in proce-
dural models of computational semiotics). Components
of these new structures are value distributions or vectors
of input entities that depict properties of their structural
relatedness, constituting multi-dimensional (metric) space
structures (semiotic spaces). Their elements may also be
interpreted as (labeled) fuzzy sets allowing set theoretical
operations be exercised on these representations that do
not require categorial type (crisp) definitions of concept
formations. Computation of letter (morphic) vectors in
word space, derived from n-grams of letters graphemes as
well as of word (semic) vectors in semantic space, derived
from word type correlations of word token distributions in
discourse may serve to illustrate the operational flexibility
and granular variability of these representational formats
[7].

System’s view of environment: Endo-Reality

External view of environment: Exo-Reality
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Figure 1: Situational setting of SCIP system and environ-
ment allowing for Endo-Reality to differ from Exo-Reality .
The the system’s (non-propositional) faculties of language
processing are kept strictly apart from the (propositional)
way textual descriptions of its environment are generated
to constitute the setting’s structural coupling .

4.2 Semiotic Experimental Design
As we have separated cognitive processes from their resul-
tant structures above, so may we distinguish here between
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the long-term structure as an addressable representation
of knowledge (stereotype or concept) and its short-term
process in a situational embedding (employment or acti-
vation) with the semiotic implication that the structures
depend on the processes and vice versa to let address-
able representations emerge and cognitive processes be en-
acted. Thus, the duality of the inner-outer distinction or
the system-environment opposition may be mediated by
processes operating on some supposedly common, basal
representational structures4 whose efficient reorganization
can be modeled procedurally to result in a—more or less
subjective—internal (or endo-)view the system develops,
a n d in a—more or less objective—external (or exo-)view
of the surrounding environment that constitutes reality .
To find out (and preferably be able to test) what of
the structural information inherent in natural language
discourse—defined a n d structured by the text analytical
processes—might be involved in mediating or constituting
that duality, an experimental setting has been designed
whose system-environment components (Fig. 1) are meant
to allow for the system’s own view of its environment (Fig.
2 right: endo-reality) to differ from our external view of
that environment (Fig. 2 left: exo-reality). It is based
on the assumption that some deeper representational level
or core structure—like the semantic space concept [5]—
might be identified which could be considered a common
base for different notions of representations corresponding
to different formats of meaning developed by theories of
referential andsituational semantics as well as some struc-
tural orstereotype semantics. Therefore, the propositional
form of natural language predication—undoubtedly the
common basis of traditional meaning theories—has only
been used here to control the format of the natural lan-
guage training material which described the exo-reality ,
not, however, to determine the way these descriptions were
processed by the SCIP system in order to arrive at its endo-
reality view of it.

4.3 System-Environment Setting
The experimental setting consists of a directionally mobile
system in a two dimensional environment with some ob-
jects at certain places and a corpus of natural language
texts which describe correctly these objects’ locations rel-
ative to the system’s position as the structural coupling
between system and environment. Natural language un-
derstanding would have to be considered successfully en-
acted whenever some representation of the objects’ loca-
tions could be derived as a result of the computational
processing of these textual descriptions of the original,
and is at least vaguely similar to it (see Fig. 2). What

4Representational formats will be called basal if they can pro-
vide a frame for the formal unification of categorial-type, concept-
hierarchical, truth-functional, propositional, phrasal, or whatever
other representations.

makes such an artificially abstracted system5 a semiotic
one, is that—whatever the system might gather from the
as yet uninterpreted textual structures—the organization
of emerging entities will not be the result of some decoding
processes which would necessarily call for that code being
made known to the system. Instead, the system’s (co- and
contextually restricted) perceptual and processing capabil-
ities should suffice to (re-)organize the environmental data
a n d to (re)present the results in some dynamic structure
which determines the system’s knowledge (susceptibility),
learning (change) and understanding (representation).
To enable an inter-subjective scrutiny, it was assumed here
that the (unknown) results of an abstract system’s (well
known) acquisition process is compared against the (well
known) traditional interpretations of the (unknown) pro-
cesses of natural language meaning constitution6.
4.4 Situational Restriction
For the purpose of testing semiotic processes, their situa-
tional complexity has to be reduced by abstracting away
irrelevant constituents, hopefully without oversimplifying
the issue and trivializing the problem. In order to achieve
this, the parameters have to be specified constituting the
SCIP situation according to which
¤ the three main components of the experimental setting,
the system, the environment, and the discourse are spec-
ified by sets of conditioning properties. These define the
SCIP system by way of a set of procedural entities like
orientation, mobility, perception, processing , the SCIP en-
vironment is defined as a set of formal entities like reference
plane, objects, grid, direction, location, and the SCIP dis-
course material mediating as structural coupling between
system and environment is structured first by a number of
part-whole related (granular) entities like word, sentence,
text, corpus of which sentence and text require further
defining restrictions in order to be specified by a formal
syntax and referential semantics;
¤ the system’s environmental data is provided by a corpus
of (natural language) texts comprising correct expressions
of true propositions denoting relations of system-position
and object-location (SP-OL relations for short) described
according to the formally specified syntax and semantics
(representing the exo-view or described situations), and
¤ that the system’s internal picture of its surroundings
(representing the endo-view or discourse situations) is to
be derived from this language environment o t h e r than
by way of propositional reconstruction, i.e. without syn-
tactic parsing and semantic interpretation of sentence and

5The system’s channels of perception to form its own or endo-view
of its surroundings are extremely limited, and its ability to act (and
react) is heavily restricted compared to natural or living information
processing systems.

6The concept of knowledge underlying this use here may be un-
derstood to refer to known as having well established (scientific, how-
ever controversial, but at least inter-subjective) models to deal with,
whereas unknown refers to the lack of such models.
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Figure 2: External view of reference plane with location of objects 4 and 2 (Exo-Reality) propositionally described
by texts in the training corpus (structural coupling), and 2-dim-image of SCIP system’s view of its environment (Endo-
Reality) showing regions of potential object locations by profile lines of common likelihood (isoreferentials).

text structures.
Consequently, the exo-knowledge allowing the designers
of the experimental setting to control the propositional
encoding and decoding of environmental information in
texts which the system in its specified environment would
process, have to be kept strictly apart from and was es-
sentially not to be included in the SCIP system’s endo-
capacities. Thus, the system’s own non-propositional
processing will have to allow for some results which—as
the system’s internal representation—would not be inter-
pretable as mere repetitious reproductions or application of
knowledge structures made available to it externally , but
which would instead have the chance to be different from
(however comparable to) the exo-view of its environment.

5 Conclusion
The experimental setting developed to allow for semiotic
testing hinges on the idea that cognitive information pro-
cessing will both operate on and produce structures as a
condition for and/or a results of such processing. Semiotic
structures have to have some space-time extension, i.e. are
in principle observable apart from and independent of be-
ing processed cognitively. The processes operating on and
modifying such structures can in principle be dealt with in-
dependent of their temporal duration by procedures which
can be defined as processes abstracted from their tempo-
rality. Procedures can be represented formally, their nota-
tional format be parsed and checked for correctness, their
expressions be interpreted or compiled for execution and—
provided a suitable automaton is available—become initial
for the enactment of processes in time again, having not
only a certain duration but also the effect of operating
on and modifying structures which are in fact (not only

in principle) observable. This two-sided independence fa-
cilitates procedural cognitive models to relate structured
language expressions which can be analyzed (or observed)
without being understood, to language understanding pro-
cesses which can be conceived (as procedures) abstracted
from their temporal duration. It appears, that by this
move procedures and algorithms found to model some as-
pects of cognitive information processing for language com-
prehension can be tested against—not on the grounds of—
an accepted model of cognitive (language) understanding.
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